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Soft skills are one of the important skills an employer looks in for the job prospects. Whatever career

your child chooses soft skills are needed to be imbibed in your kid for a better life and career.This

book gives an introduction to teaching your child soft skills. As a parent with your busy schedule, it

is difficult to teach everything to your child. Parents teach kids by living not by telling.This book

helps you to live a life of examples for your children and help them form strong values and ethics to

be followed for their lifetime.The Author, Kavitha Sriram, in her website https://kavithasriram.com,

writes more about soft skills for your children.Her unique way is all her experiences with her son and

other children are given in the form of stories. The parents and children can connect with them as

these things happen in every household.Read the blogs and don't forget to subscribe to the

newsletter to read more fun stories.
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I found this book as the perfect gift to my friend who is a mom of 2 beautiful kids. This book is very

beneficial as your guide in raising your children smarter. Tips are provided to make you smart as a

parent. The author is very detailed in supplying important tips in addressing difficult situation which I

know you have experienced with your kids. Be a Smart Parent! Raise your Kids Smarter!

This book is not only a great resource for parents but also for teachers. There are many resources

covered in the book that will help your children not only academically but also through

self-awareness, listening, paying attention, and having the right attitude. I highly recommend this

book to all parents and teachers who want to help their kids.

The book remind me about my childhood memories, so lovely!I have a daughter who is very lovely

too, the book guides me helpful tips to teach my daughter. I like it!Thanks Kavitha for the book! I

recommend the book for everyone.

This was a great book. I found a lot of these things i was already doing but found more that i could

be doing as a parent... I like the chill pill part of the book

A quick guide to parenting skills learned through practical experience. This little book is an easy

read with a common-sense approach to parenting that seems to be lacking in many young parents

today.

Being a parent and desire to be a hands-on working mother, I could not stop myself from reading

this book from start to finish. I am definitely impressed with the author for the research she must

have done while writing this book.Kavitha has stuck to the concept of smart parenting for raising

smarter kids. And she has done justice to it throughout. Today's generation is miles ahead with

respect to tech know how. Give them a gadget and they will revert back with its features within an

hour or so. Her tips and tricks in handling tech savvy kids are really appreciable.The author's writing

is not an advisory that is entirely boring, but instead, it is a guide for betterment. The statements

have clarity and concepts are backed with logical reasons. The sentences are simple to understand

and no description is out of place.I only wish, the author had included personal anecdotes and a few

additions to the layout for greater visual appeal. These would have made a stronger impact on any

parent or would-be parent. Also, in few places I noticed a tinge of monotony set it for a dhort while.

But, for a first time author, she has definitely done a good job.To sum up, any parent who is truly



interested in raising his and/or her child the right way, should read this book at least once.P.S - I

have picked up a few tips for becoming a smart parent for smarter kids. I hope you do so too!!!

This book is a wonderful shot quick to read and absorb guide to parenting techniques and valuable

teachings that give your child an important edge for success in life. Because lets face it. Our

environment is ever more complex and changing, and this causes us to question and doubt our

parenting, this book will calm you down a bit, and give you a road map of HOPE to navigate it all. A

great reminder to chill out, and FIND THE JOY in parenting and help our children identify JOY and

be resilient enough to accept the lessons life has to teach us.

Parenting is more an art than science. Just as every child is unique, every parent is unique. And

every parenting experience is unique too. The fact that millions of books have been written on

parenting, which still remains a challenge proves the complexity of the subject at hand. This book is

a drop in that ocean of contribution to the subject, but is a drop valuable.The author attempts to

bring out seemingly minor issues that in fact have a great impact on the child. I agree with the

author that childhood and upbringing defines life to a large extent. Paying attention to minor details

that we often take for granted, can have a lasting impact on the child. The book is dotted with real

life experiences and fables - reflecting on the author's belief that stories are the best way to teach.

That is just right for children too. Self-awareness, active listening, paying attention, patience,

positive attitude, and creative solutions to common problems are some of the many virtues that this

book suggests parents to inculcate. This book is a good debut attempt at making a parent more

responsible. If a parent has gone as far as picking up this book to read, s/he has already started on

the journey to successful parenting. This book is one tool apropos to that journey.P.S.I received a

free copy from the author.
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